Ozonoterapia en el tratamiento de la demencia senil [Ozone therapy in the treatment of senile dementia]
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Abstract

Dementia is, probably, one of the most fearful diseases for aging and worse-managed from the clinical point of view, which aggravates still more its prognosis, not only for the patient but also for the society in which he or she lives. 250 patients suffering from no curable senile dementia (vascular, degenerative or mixed etiology), received daily ozone by rectal application (20 sessions) in doses according to the enzymatic status of each patient. They were evaluated by clinical examination, psychometric tests, Hachinsky scale, Katz index, Hamilton test and Minimental test, at the beginning and the end of the treatment. An important improvement was attained in the medical (75 %) and mental conditions (75 %), and in the daily life activities (76 %), for all kind of dementia, with an enhancement in the vascular dementia. No side effects was observed. This therapy is recommended in the treatment of no curable senile dementia.